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Hope grows is a ministry managed by Billy Riddle, 
missionary in south Sudan since 2009.

Billy worked as independent missionary in Wadupe 
mugwo payam.

In 2013 he saw fit to work under the umbrella of SPC 
church to ensure his safety and to validate his 

presence in Wadupe in the eyes of the Government.
Hope Grows is design to help people in the areas of 

spiritual growth ,Agriculture and self led 
development.

More visit our web sites down here.
www.hopegrowsinternational.org



Community in need of change 

How to Plan Anything
So what might Spirit-guided planning look like? There are many 

patterns that may be followed in planning for communities.. Here is 
one that seeks to honor God and, when used in a group, to honor 

God’s people as your colleagues.
Commit your planning to God. Always begin with a commitment to 

God, not to have him bless your plans, but to have your plans caught 
up in his (Proverbs 16:3). This requires an understanding of God’s 

purposes as revealed in his Word and a sober interpretation of current 
reality (read Isaiah 22). You cannot stop too often in a planning process 

to ask for God’s direction and correction.
Define the planning task or the purpose. What exactly are you trying to 

achieve? Many wasted hours will be avoided if you can answer this 
question as clearly as possible (Acts 15:6).

“We are calculating the hours we have taken in the problems without 
knowing what to do.

Think we need the peter’s who can decide what to do”.

http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Pr+16:3
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Isa+22
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Ac+15:6




Boys under training

B

It has been never before in our community 
some one digging with Bulls.

We are happy to try and test this ideas as 
we see it’s the animals cutting the 

ground not like the way we dig with 
hand.

Our parents believe that if some one does 
work a lot  he will become old very first 
that's why some times we fear, but as 
we have leant now , we are to put this 

in practice for them to see.

We also give a chance for spiritual growth 
having some of the go for discipleships 

and some other skills that are 
necessary for life.

Boys ploughing 



Upland Rice Demonstration 



Harvesting beans



Beans  Harvest



Community seminar
Group of women 

discussing some of the 
resources they have in 

the community



Cccccccccccccccccc

Juice that can be used after six 
months out of their own 

resource



Coming  up next

Cabbages  being mulched as a 
demonistration



Pineapples demo

We want to be a 
model



Creation needs our attention smiling 

Sim -sim

Beans 
and the  

sorghum



our presentation
any question or comment?

Be blessed have enjoyed our time 
together good memories of all of 

you!!!


